
























Glossary

1. Evolutionary theory (p. 13): Evolutionary theory is one that views the history of

species as having inherited and adapted certain physical and mental

characteristics and behavior. I applied this to my artifact by explaining how the

theory has influenced many different aspects of life including art where it

influenced that naturalist movement.

2. Gestalt Theory (p. 15): Gestalt theory is based on the idea that the whole is

greater than the sum of its parts. In psychology, it means that the entire

experience is different from the sum of its different elements. I applied this by

listing different principles of Gestalt that have been applied to art and how a

specific artist (Wassily Kandinsky) used gestalt in most of his work.

3. Humanistic Psychology (p. 16): Humanism focuses on the basic goodness of

people and how they can become happier. I applied this in the title of my

magazine because “flow” is a concept in positive psychology. Positive psychology

is part of humanistic psychology.

4. Mind/body problem (p. 10): This is a question about whether the mind and body

are separate or connected. I applied this by giving an example of how Da Vinci

pushed against the popular opinion at the time that the two were separate.

5. Natural Selection (p. 13): This is the theory that those who have traits in which

they adapt to their environment have an advantage over those who do not and

are more likely to survive. These traits are more likely to passed on. I applied this

by showing a work of art by Sir Thomas Landseer that depicts a buck surviving

over another.



6. Nature vs nurture (p. 10): This is an argument about whether we inherit our

characteristics or if our environment shapes us. I applied this by using it as an

example of early psychological questions that would later influence art.

7. Psychoanalysis (p. 14): Psychoanalysis attempts to bring the unconscious mind

to the forefront so that things can be revealed that would have otherwise gone

unnoticed. I applied this by showing how it influenced the Surrealists.

8. Psychological Science (p. 4): Psychological Science is the study of mind, brain,

and behavior through research. I applied this in my introduction by stating that

flow is a term that is a part of psychological science because it helps give a

greater understanding of our mind.

9. Stream of consciousness (p. 12): This is a continuous series of constantly

changing thoughts. I applied this by showing how it relates to surrealism through

literature.

10.Unconscious (p. 14): This is where things happen below our awareness. I applied

this by explaining that the primary goal of surrealism was to depict the

unconscious, dreamlike mind.
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